SlimCell®: designed for the smart factory.

WICK has the perfect integration solution for the new, lightweight FANUC CRX series collaborative robot.

SlimCell® is a small, completely safe and supremely easy-to-programme automation solution that can be deployed wherever humans and machines work together.
A new era of collaborative robotics begins.
FANUC lightweight robot with SlimCell® by WICK.

R. Wick AG is among the first system integrators in Switzerland to release the new, lightweight FANUC CRX series collaborative robot for factory automation. With this in mind, WICK has developed a compact solution: SlimCell®.

Quick setup
SlimCell®, with its small footprint and light, compact design, can be move right up close to machines and be integrated everywhere, allowing you to efficiently automate your processes.

Safe collaboration
This six-axis robot arm works alongside operators. Its incredibly sensitive sensors will immediately trigger a safety stop at the slightest contact.

Easy programming
The handheld CRX programming unit offers a novel interface that lets even beginners program a movement sequence using drag and drop. It also offers all the enhanced features of standard FANUC robot controls.

Learning technology
FANUC CRX series robots are capable of learning. The manual guidance function enables you to save positions using drag and drop.

Flexible uses
The SlimCell® can be moved from system to system with ease.

Benefits for SMEs
Wick’s SlimCell® is the ideal starting point for factory automation. Even small companies looking to try out robotics can benefit from:

- Low investment costs
- A short training period
- Easy programming
- Flexible uses
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